Create this quick and easy cat toy for your furry friend! Younger kids may need supervision.

**MATERIALS NEEDED**
- Scissors for cutting fabric
- Fleece fabric (enough to cut out a strip a 3x18” strip)
- Yarn
- Ruler

**STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS**
1. Cut out a 3” x 18” strip of fabric.
2. Fold the strip in half lengthwise.
3. Make short cuts down the length of the folded piece of fabric, on both sides (Be sure not to cut the fabric all the way through, and do not to cut through the fold).
4. Cut a length of string (roughly 18” - 24” works well).
5. Unfold the fabric, then tightly roll like a cinnamon roll (fringe on both ends).
6. Tightly tie the string around the middle of the roll.
7. Spread out the fringe into rounded pom-pom shape. Ready to play!

**REFLECTION QUESTIONS**
- Why do cats like toys they can chase and bite?
- What are some of your favorite ways to play with your cat?
- Could you think of another way to use these Pom-Poms creatively?